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Abstract—Users have become accustomed to storing data on
the cloud using ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption (CP-
ABE) for fine-grained access control. However, this encryption
method does not consider the ability of malicious users to
launch thousands of file download requests when launching an
economic denial of sustainability attack (EDoS), which may be
more expensive for data owners. Existing solutions typically use
a cloud server to verify the download permissions of the data
users. However, cloud servers are not completely trusted and
cloud server providers and colluding data users can still launch
an EDoS attack. With our scheme, using CP-ABE, a blockchain
is introduced for verifying the download permission of data
users. In addition, we propose a new mechanism to solve the
problem of malicious user revocations under EDoS attacks by
updating the ciphertext and symmetric encryption technology.
A formal security proof has demonstrated that the proposed
scheme is suitable for plaintext attack security. Theoretical and
experimental analyses show that our scheme performs more
efficiently than previous methods.

Index Terms—access control, ciphertext-policy attributed-
based encryption, cloud storage service, EDoS attacks,
blockchain.

I. Introduction

IN recent years, the rapid development of cloud storage
services has attracted widespread attention from academia

and industry owing to certain advantages such as always being
turned on, a low cost, and flexible access [1]. Users can
outsource data, including personal and business documents, to
cloud storage and share them [2]. However, the data security
issues that arise are not to be overlooked. Finding a way
to ensure data security while maintaining the convenience of
data sharing has become an urgent problem for cloud storage
services. Attribute-based encryption (ABE) offers an effective
solution to this challenge [3]. ABE allows users to combine
access policies with data encryption. Users can achieve fine-
grained access control over data without compromising the
content of the data [4].

Although ABE offers a robust mechanism for protecting
data confidentiality and enforcing fine-grained access control,
there are still cross-layer attacks (outside the ABE layer), such
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as insider leakage attacks and Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attacks [5]. Insider leakage attacks involve employees
within cloud service providers who may inadvertently, ma-
liciously, or under duress leak sensitive data. On the other
hand, DDoS attacks attempt to disrupt service availability
by overwhelming the system with a flood of legitimate or
fraudulent requests, preventing legitimate users’ requests from
being processed. Notably, a variant of DDoS attacks known
as Economic Denial of Service (EDoS) has recently started
to draw widespread attention [6]. Unlike traditional DDoS
attacks, EDoS attacks aim to disrupt services and demand
substantial additional payments, leading to significant financial
losses [7]. This poses a serious threat to both businesses and
individual users. For example, when a company rents a third-
party cloud service for employees, the third-party cloud server
inflates the number of file downloads but does not generate
actual network traffic. The company will pay for the increased
consumption resulting from such attacks, which can be a
considerable and unreasonable financial burden.

Existing solutions typically require cloud servers to authen-
ticate data users before downloading, meaning that the cloud
server is considered a trusted entity and is expected to perform
the permission validation without issues [7]. However, this
assumption is problematic in real-world applications because
cloud servers are not entirely trustworthy. There are mainly
two reasons for this. Firstly, cloud servers might be curious and
attempt to peek at the data out of sheer curiosity. Secondly, and
more importantly, due to the presence of multi-tenancy, a user
on the cloud might break through the management restrictions
and spy on other tenants’ data. Therefore, when considering
data access control in cloud environments, we need to re-
examine the impact of this semi-trustworthiness. Recently,
some solutions have suggested that data users generate a
”download request” and send it to the cloud server, which
then forwards the request to a central authority for validation
[8]. Although this method avoids the cloud server directly pro-
cessing users’ download requests, it does incur some overhead
for the central authority. Usually, central authority should not
perform such authentication operations and should only be
with key management. Additionally, the cloud server can still
obtain some private information by observing the data user’s
”download request.” Therefore, the current solutions are not
yet perfect, and further research and improvement are needed.

As we are aforementioned, current works have limitations
on the workload of CA. Recently, blockchain technology, as
an innovative technology that has emerged in recent years, has
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attracted significant attention due to its unique characteristics
[9]. Firstly, blockchain employs a distributed ledger technol-
ogy, where all transaction records are publicly transparent.
This transparency is a key factor contributing to the high
trust in blockchain systems [10]. Secondly, the immutability
of blockchain provides a high degree of security for data.
Lastly, the decentralized nature of blockchain also enhances
the system’s credibility. In a blockchain network, data is
distributed across multiple nodes in the network [11]. This
decentralized structure reduces the risk of single-point failures
and improves the overall stability and reliability of the system.
Therefore, we consider using blockchain technology to verify
data users before downloading, thereby assisting in resolving
the EDoS attack problem.

In addition to the issue of preventing EDoS attacks due
to the semi-trustworthiness of cloud servers, we should also
pay attention to the problem of attribute/permission revo-
cation in the context of EDoS attacks. Current revocation
mechanisms are inefficient [12], especially in access control
systems where multiple users share each attribute. Revoking
any single attribute or user affects other users, introducing
significant computational overhead and potentially leading to
a significant decline in system performance [13]. To address
this issue, we aim to build an efficient management of user
attributes based on a binary tree structure, aka Key Encryption
Key (KEK) tree, which allows rapid retrieval to minimize the
impact of revocation operations on the system. Specifically,
we will allocate a unique path key to each user based on their
attributes. When revoking an attribute for a specific user, the
system can quickly locate the corresponding key and update
only the parts related to that user, thus avoiding the widespread
impact inherent in traditional revocation mechanisms.

A. Our contribution

In response to the above problems, we design a scheme
to achieve fine-grained access control while defending EDoS
attacks. The following are our contributions:

• We design a fine-grained access control scheme that can
defend against an EDoS attack. In our scheme, the hash of
the challenge plaintext and the corresponding challenge
ciphertext generated by the data owner are uploaded to the
blockchain. The blockchain then verifies whether the data
users have permission to access the data, which avoids the
problem of semi-trusted cloud providers and malicious
users colluding to launch an EDoS attack.

• The proposed scheme improves the performance of re-
vocation for malicious users by utilizing key encryption
key trees to update the challenge ciphertexts. In addition,
we use two-layer symmetric encryption technology to
improve the CP-ABE system, avoiding the problem of
revoked users still being able to decrypt the updated
challenge ciphertext.

• Based on the decision linear assumption (DLIN) as-
sumption, our scheme is secure under chosen plaintext
attacks. Theoretical and experimental analysis show that
our scheme is more efficient than previous approaches.

B. Structure of the Paper

Section II introduces the related work of this paper. The
necessary preliminaries discussed in this paper will be covered
in Section III. The system model, which consists of the
system architecture and the security model, is then presented
in Section IV. In Section V, we will next introduce a certain
structure. In Sections VI and VII, respectively, we give security
analysis and performance analysis. Section VIII provides this
paper’s conclusion.

II. Related Work

A. Defend against EDoS attacks.

Although CP-ABE can support fine-grained data access, it
cannot protect data from many other types of attacks. For
example, malicious insider attack, denial of service (DoS)
Attack, and so on. Because in a cloud environment, internal
personnel with access permissions may exploit their privileges
to attack the data. Additionally, if access permissions are not
properly set, unauthorized users may gain access to shared
data, leading to data breaches or malicious tampering. Several
countermeasures against attacks have been proposed in the
work [14], [15] and [16]. But Xue et al. [7] indicated that
earlier works had not been fully protected against EDoS
attacks at the algorithmic level. They further proposed a new
scheme in response to this attack. They check whether the
user is authorized to prevent EDoS attack. They pointed out
that cloud providers verify that the data user has permission to
download the file by generating some random challenge plain-
text and corresponding ciphertext related to the access policy.
However, this verification method inevitably increases the
cloud’s network bandwidth cost, which may not be available
to some service users with pay-as-you-go plans. Then, Xue et
al. proposed a resource accounting protocol to prevent semi-
trusted cloud providers from cheating data owners. Evidence
of downloaded files is recorded through a resource accounting
agreement. Although the proposed resource consumption pro-
tocol guarantees the cloud provider’s transparency to the data
owner, it also increases the computational overhead of the data
user. Ning et al. [8] also proposed a corresponding solution
for EDoS attacks. They proposed that data users can generate
”download requests” and send them to the cloud server for
further to central authority, which will ultimately verify the
data user’s permissions. However, this approach inevitably
adds computing and communication overhead to the central
authority.

B. Blockchain based ABE.

Recent results have shown that combining blockchain with
cloud has become popular. Ding et al. [17] proposed an
attribute-based access control scheme for IoT systems that
simplifies access management by defining a set of attributes for
each device. By utilizing blockchain technology, the scheme
ensures the immutability and traceability of these attributes,
thereby enhancing the security and efficiency of IoT systems.
Ourad et al. [18] proposed a blockchain-based solution for
achieving authentication and secure communication with IoT
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devices. It leveraged the intrinsic features of blockchain to
enhance the system’s accountability, integrity, and tamper-
proof logs. Additionally, they detailed the overall system
design and architecture and the testing and implementation of
a realistic scenario as a proof of concept. Yu et al. [19] intro-
duced a blockchain-enhanced security access control scheme
for IIoT in smart factories, ensuring secure storage, access
control, and malicious user tracking through a unified identity
authentication process and domain-specific security policies.
Wan et al. [20] introduced a blockchain architecture to reshape
the traditional Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) architecture,
addressing the security and privacy concerns arising from the
increasing number of nodes in large-scale networks. To address
the vulnerabilities and inefficiencies of existing Industrial In-
ternet of Things (IIoT) systems, [21] proposed a novel system
that combines blockchain with the Internet of Things (IoT).
This system employs a credit-based consensus mechanism
and introduces a new credit-based Proof of Work (PoW)
mechanism to ensure the security and transaction efficiency of
the system. Lee et al. [22] came up with using blockchain to
provide a trustworthy and secure data collection environment
by merging deep machine learning with Ethereum.

C. Revocation in ABE.

To address the issue of malicious data user revocation
in cloud environments, [23] proposed an ABE scheme that
supported proxy re-encryption. The scheme partially hides ac-
cess structures, preventing receivers from extracting sensitive
information from the ciphertext. Additionally, the security of
the scheme can be reduced to the Decisional Bilinear Diffie-
Hellman (DBDH) assumption and the Decisional Linear (DL)
assumption. [24] proposed an access control scenario that
supported direct revocations. During the encryption phase, the
revocation list is also encrypted in the ciphertext. However,
this scenario cannot address the issue of updating access
policies, and [25] also had a similar problem. A revocable
attribute-based encryption approach with integrity verification
was put out by Ge et al. [26]. They introduced a new security
requirement—data integrity protection for revocable attribute-
based encryption (RABE). However, this scheme is relatively
inefficient because it adds an access policy at the time of
revocation. Hur et al. [27] further proposed an attribute-based
encryption scheme with efficient user and attribute revocation.
In their scenario, they enabled access control for users, which
enhanced backward/forward secrecy for any member of the
attribute group.

Although the above studies have successfully achieved
fine-grained access control, these schemes mainly focus on
the encryption and hiding of access structures without fully
considering how to resist EDoS attacks. Furthermore, existing
revocation mechanisms often do not handle updating access
policies well. This is a significant flaw when responding to
EDoS attacks, as attackers may exploit the inflexibility of
system policies to launch their attacks. Therefore, solving the
above problems in the cloud environment remains a challenge.

TABLE I
Notations

Notations Definitions

φ Security parameter
ρ Access policy
Nt The t-th row of the matrix N
Nt,j The (t, j)-th element of the matrix N
J Attribute group
JS an attribute group related to ciphertexts
Js a certain attribute in the JS
PKi The path key of the data user on the KEK tree
vi Node i of the KEK tree
KEKi The key on the node i
negl(φ) Negligible function of φ
H Secure hash function that map {0, 1}∗ → Zp

pk,msk System of public key and master secret key

III. Preliminaries

In this section, we will describe the preliminaries associated
with our scheme. All the notations used in this paper are
summarized in Table I.

A. Access Structure and Linear Secret Sharing Schemes
Definition 1. (Access structure [28]). Let {B1, . . . , Bn} be a
set of attributes. A collection B ⊆ 2{B1,...,Bn} is monotone if
∀C,D: when C ∈ B and C ⊆ D, then D ⊆ B.

A monotone access structure is a monotone collection B of
non-empty subsets of {B1, . . . , Bn}, i.e. B ⊆ 2P1,...,Pn \ {∅}.
The sets in B are permitted sets, whereas the sets outside of
B are prohibited sets.

Definition 2. (Linear secret sharing schemes). Let T = {t|t ∈
{1, . . . ,m1}, ρ(t) ∈ S} be the rowset in N that belongs to
S, and let S be a set of characteristics. If there is a linear
combination of rows in T that results in (1, 0, . . . , 0), then
we say that (N, ρ) accepts S. More formally, there should be
coefficients {γt}t∈T such that∑

t∈T

γt(N)t = (1, 0, . . . , 0)

where (N)t is the tth row of N . When Lewko and Water’s
methods are applied to a Boolean formula, then a coefficient of
0 or 1 can always be chosen for the resulting LSSS, regardless
of the set S.

B. Bilinear Map and Decision Linear Assumption
Let G, H and GT be three cyclic multiplicative groups of

prime order p. Let g be the generators of G and h be the
generator of H . The bilinear pairing is a map e : G×H → GT

with the following features:
• Bilinear: For all g ∈ G, h ∈ H and c, d ∈ Zp, we can

achieve that e(gc, hd) = e(g, h)cd

• Non-degenerate: e(g, h) ̸= 1.
• Computability: It is high efficiency to compute e(g, h)

for all g ∈ G and h ∈ H .
The superiority for all probabilistic polynomial time (PPT)

adversaries E in settling the decision linear problem is defined
as

EdvEDLIN (φ) := |Pr[E(1φ, par,D, T0) = 1]

−Pr[E(1φ, par,D, T1, ) = 1]| ≤ negl(φ)
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where par := (p,G,H,GT , e, g, h); x1, x2 ← Z∗
p , r1, r2, r ←

Zp; D := (gx1 , gx2 , hx1 , hx2 , gx1r1), T0 := (gr1+r2 , hr1+r2);
T1 := (gr, hr).

The probability is taken over the randomness used by E.
Keep in mind that it is difficult for all probabilistic poly-
nomial time adversaries E to tell T0 from T1 for par ←
Gen, x1, x2, r1, r2, r ← Zp.

C. Blockchain and Smart Contract

Blockchain technology [9] is a decentralized ledger tech-
nology characterized by its decentralized nature, transparency,
immutability, and traceability. In the field of data sharing,
blockchain technology can enhance the security and trans-
parency of data. By leveraging blockchain technology, a secure
authentication mechanism can be established where users need
to pass blockchain verification before downloading files, which
can effectively prevent and mitigate EDoS attacks.

Smart contracts [29] are computer protocols that automat-
ically execute, control, or document legally binding events
and actions. They are stored on the blockchain and are an
important component of blockchain technology. The execution
results of smart contracts are recorded on the blockchain,
thereby providing transparency and traceability. Each time
a user accesses or downloads a file, it is recorded on the
blockchain, ensuring the transparency and traceability of the
operation.

D. KEK Tree

A binary tree structure was introduced to implement ef-
ficient revocation. This binary tree is called a KEK (key
encryption key) tree, and the nodes of this KEK tree are KEK
keys. Here, we briefly introduce the revocation technique. Let
U be the collection of users in the system and R to be the
revocation list [30]. The binary tree is expressed as:

• The tree’s leaf nodes represent each member of U . Each
internal node is assigned a randomly generated key. Each
member ui ∈ U gains the path keys PKi from its leaf
node to the root node of the tree securely. For instance,
u2 stores PK2 = KEK9,KEK4,KEK2,KEK1 as its
path keys in Fig. 1.

• J JS , Js and vi are defined as an attribute group, an
attribute group related to ciphertexts, a certain attribute
in the Js and a node, respectively. We define a minimum
set of nodes, which can override all the leaf nodes
associated with users in Js. For example, in Fig. 1, for
U ′ = u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6 in Js, v2 and v6 are the root
nodes of the minimum cover sets that can override all of
the members in Js. The set of node keys in the minimum
cover set is defined as KEK(Js, U

′), so in this example,
KEK(Js, U

′) = {KEK2,KEK6}. It follows that this
collection overrides these users in Js and only them. Any
user who does not have the Js attribute cannot know the
key of the KEK tree under this attribute.

IV. System Model

This section describes the system framework and security
model in detail.

Fig. 1. An example of a KEK tree with eight users.

A. System Architecture

In this subsection, we will introduce our system model
and briefly describe the system workflow, followed by the
definition of the six algorithms used in our scheme.

As shown in Fig. 2, the cloud storage system consists of
five entities: cloud server, blockchain, central authority, data
owner, and data user.

Fig. 2. System.

• Cloud Server (CS): The cloud server is semi-trusted
party. It offers data owners a service for data storage. The
cloud server has enough processing and storage capacity
to hold the data and reply to the blockchain’s request.

• Blockchain (BC): A blockchain is fully trusted party. It
authenticates the data user before downloading the file.

• Central Authority (CA): The system is initially config-
ured by CA, which also issues keys for the user (the data
owner and the data user).

• Data Owner (DO): A data owner is the publisher of the
file, which is uploaded to the cloud in encrypted form.
In our system, the data owner is not always online.
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• Data User (DU): The data user is a role that wants to
gain certain cloud-based files. Before downloading files,
they must be certified by the blockchain (to prevent EDoS
attacks).

Our scheme consists of six algorithms, i.e., Setup, KeyGen,
Encrypt, Challenge Generation, Decrypt, and CTUpdate. With
the above six algorithms, our system is working as follows.

① The CA runs the Setup and KeyGen algorithms to
generate the public and private keys required by the system.
The blockchain receives the system’s public key and a set of
attributes from the central authority. It is to help blockchain
verify data users’ download rights.

② Utilizing the Encrypt algorithm, the data owner encrypts
the data file with attribute-based encryption and KEK tree
and uploads it to the cloud server. The cloud server provides
storage data services.

③ When the data owner encrypts the ciphertext, in addition
to the data ciphertext, some challenge ciphertexts are also
generated using the Challenge Generation algorithm. The data
owner uploads these challenge ciphertexts to the blockchain.

④ When a data user requests to download a file, the
blockchain first verifies the data user’s permission to down-
load. The blockchain sends challenge ciphertexts enchaii to
the data user. The blockchain verifies the download permission
of the data user through the chali and enchali, obtained by
the Decrypt algorithm.

⑤ The data user sends challenge the hash of decryption
hash′

i to the blockchain, the blockchain verifies that hash′
i is

correct.
⑥ If the blockchain is validated correctly, the data user

receives the ciphertexts from the cloud server.
Here, we give the algorithms included in the system:
• Setup(1φ) → (msk,mpk): When entering security pa-

rameters, the algorithm gives back the master key msk
and the master public key mpk.

• KeyGen(msk, S, ui)→ (sk,KEKi): When entering the
master key msk, a group of attributes S and identity ui,
the algorithm returns key sk and KEKi.

• Encrypt(mpk, (N, ρ), sk, k′,KEKi) → CT : When en-
tering the master public key mpk, access structure (N, ρ),
the symmetric key k′, the data owner’s key sk and the
key KEKi, the algorithm returns a ciphertext CT .

• Challenge Generation(chalI , k′) → (c1, c2): When en-
tering the challenge plaintexts chalI and symmetric key
k′, the algorithm returns ciphertext c1 and c2.

• Decrypt(CT, sk,KEKi) → k′: When entering the ci-
phertext CT , data user’s key sk and KEKi, the algo-
rithm returns symmetric key k′ or an valid symbol ⊥.

• CTUpdate(CT, p′1, p
′
2,KEK ′

i) → CT ′: When entering
the ciphertext CT , random numbers p′1, p

′
2 and key

KEK ′
i, the algorithm returns updated ciphertext CT ′.

B. Security Assumptions and Design Objectives

The security assumptions for each entity are described
below.

• Cloud server is a semi-trusted party in the sense that
it may charge more to the data owner. Specifically, it

can honestly store data for the data owner. However,
it may exploit vulnerabilities to exaggerate the resource
consumption of data owners and collude with malicious
data users to launch EDoS attacks.

• Blockchain is a fully trusted party in the sense. It will
honestly verify the download permission of the data user.

• Central authority is fully trusted party by other entities.
• The Data owner is honest that she/he encrypts the data

and uploads the encrypted data to the cloud and the
blockchain.

• Data user is malicious because she/he may try to down-
load an unauthorized shared file and launch an EDoS
attack.

Taking into account the security assumptions of each of the
above entities, the primary design objectives of our proposed
system include:

• Confidentiality of shared data. Cloud servers and unau-
thorized data users cannot query any data uploaded to the
cloud by the data owner.

• Access control on download request. To prevent EDoS
attacks by malicious data users, only authorized data
users can download the data.

• Access control on shared data. Only authorized data
users can decrypt the data.

C. Security Requirements

Taking into account the security assumptions of each of the
above entities and design targets, the security requirements of
our proposed system include:

• Security against semi-trusted cloud server: The cloud
server has no access to data plaintexts stored on it by the
data owner.

• Security against malicious data user: (a) Any data
user who does not have permission to download cannot
download shared files; (b) Any data user who does not
have download permissions will also not be able to
decrypt the file after it is gained. If a data user’s attribute
set fails to comply with the access policy for a shared
file, the user is defined as having no permissions.

• Security against malicious data user and cloud server
collusion: Data users and cloud servers cannot collude
to exaggerate the resources consumed by data download
and storage.

Definition 3. An attribute based access control encryption
scheme [4] is secure against all PPT adversaries E if their

EdvE∏(φ) := |Pr[Expt∏,E(φ, 0) = 1]

−Pr[Expt∏,E(φ, 1) = 1]|

is negligible in φ.

Setup: The challenger C executes setup(1φ) to gain
mpk,msk, and provides mpk to E.

Key query: Upon entering a set of attributes S, the chal-
lenger C returns a secret key sk = KeyGen(msk, S) and
hands it to E.
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Challenge: After entering a pair of chal(chal0, chal1) and
an access structure (N, ρ), the challenger C returns a cipher-
text CT = Encrypt(mpk, (N, ρ), chalb) and hands it to E.

This security definition effectively guarantees fine-grained
access control for data users. An attribute-based access control
encryption scheme meets the security of this definition, which
means that unauthorized data users cannot decrypt challenge
ciphertext and data files.

V. Main Construction

A. Overview of Our Construction

Based on the work of FAME [4] and Xue et al. [7], we
have proposed an access control scheme that can prevent EDoS
attacks. As previously mentioned, our scheme consists of six
algorithms: Setup, KeyGen, Encrypt, Challenge Generation,
Decrypt, and CTUpdate.

In our proposed solution, we leverage blockchain technol-
ogy to authenticate data users’ download privileges. Specifi-
cally, the data owner generates challenge plaintexts and their
corresponding ciphertexts, which are then jointly uploaded
to the blockchain. When a data user requests to download
a file, the blockchain distributes the challenge ciphertext to
the user. Access is granted if the user successfully decrypts
the ciphertext and denies otherwise. Then, we employ KEK
trees and two-layer symmetric encryption to revoke malicious
users. Specifically, CA constructs binary trees based on users’
attributes, assigning a key to each node, which is used to
encrypt the ciphertext. When revoking attributes of a specific
user, the system can quickly locate the corresponding keys
and only update the parts related to that user, thus minimizing
the impact of the revocation operation on the system. The two-
layer symmetric encryption mechanism can avoid the problem
that users can still decrypt the updated challenge ciphertext
after being revoked.

B. Setup

CA runs an asymmetric group generator Gen(1φ) to gain
(p,G,H,GT , e, x, y). Then, it picks b1, b2 ← Z∗

p and a1,
a2, a3 ← Zp, and computes H1 := yb1 , H2 := yb2 , T1 :=
e(x, y)a1b1+a3 , T2 := e(x, y)a2b2+a3 . Finally, the public key
can be set as pk = (y,H1, H2, T1, T2) and the CA could
pick c1, c2 ← Z∗

p and let the master secret key msk =
(x, y, b1, b2, c1, c2, x

a1 , xa2 , xa3).

C. KeyGen

The key generation phase is executed by CA and is divided
into the following two sub-phases: the attribute key generation
and the KEK generation.

Attribute Key Generation: Picks r1, r2 ← Zp,
uses h, c1, c2 from msk and computes sk0 :=
(yc1r1 , yc2r2 , yr1+r2). Then, for all s ∈ S and z = 1, 2, CA
picks σs←Zp and computes:

sks,z := H(s1z)
c1r1
bz ·H(s2z)

c2r2
bz ·H(s3z)

r1+r2
bz · x

σs
bz

and sets sks:=(sks,1, sks,2, g−σs). Also, picks σ′←Zp, com-
putes:

sk′z := gaz ·H(011z)
c1r1
bz ·H(012z)

c2r2
bz ·H(013z)

r1+r2
bz ·x

σ′
bz

for z=1,2 and set sk′ = (sk′1, sk
′
2, x

a3 ·x−σ′
) and let the secret

key sk is (sk0, {sks}s∈S , sk
′).

KEK Generation: The CA runs KEKGen(U) and gener-
ates KEK keys for users in U . First, the CA sets binary KEK
trees for the universe of users U as in Fig.1, which will be
used to distribute the attribute group keys to users in u ∈ U .
Each node vi in the tree has a key KEKi. A set of KEKi

on the path nodes from a leaf to the root are called path keys.

D. Encrypt

This part of the operation is performed independently by
the data owner. The message is encrypted by the data owner
using hybrid encryption. The process is as follows:

First, the data owner uses a symmetric encryption algorithm
[31], chooses a symmetric key k ← {0, 1}φ at random that is
used to encrypt the message msg:

AEAD.Enc(msg, k)→ ctk

Second, the data owner chooses a symmetric key k′ ←
{0, 1}φ at random that encrypts the symmetric key k:

AEAD.Enc(k, k′)→ Enck

The data owner then uses public key pk and access policy A
to encrypt the symmetric key k′ with CP-ABE and the data
owner picks p1, p2 ← Zp and computes:

ct0 := (Hp1

1 , Hp2

2 , yp1+p2)

Next, for any Js ∈ JS , the data owner uses the key KEKi

and supposes that N has m1 rows and m2 colums. Then for
t = 1, . . .m1, and n = 1, 2, 3, it computes:

ct := T p1

1 · T
p2

2 · k′

ctt,n := [H(ρ(t)n1)p1 ·H(ρ(t)n2)p2 ·
m2∏
j=1

[H(0jn1)p1 ·H(0jn2)p2 ](N)t,j ]KEKi

and sets ctt := (ctt,1, ctt,2, ctt,3).
Then, the data owner selects root nodes of the minimum

cover sets in the KEK tree that can cover all of the leaf nodes
associated with users in Js. This collection covers all users
in Js and only them, and any user u /∈ Js can by no means
know any KEK in KEK(Js, U

′). Next, for any Js ∈ JS ,
KEKi ∈ KEK(Js, U

′), the data owner chooses a symmetric
key Ki ← {0, 1}φ at random to encrypt the KEKi and
generates a header message:

Kdr = (∀KEKi ∈ KEK(Js, U
′) : AEAD.Enc(KEKi,Ki)),

This encryption is used as a means of distributing the attribute
group keys to authorized users. It is crucial to understand
that the method of distributing attribute group keys via Kdr
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operates in a stateless manner. This ensures that, regardless
of the practical challenges in constantly updating users’ key
states, users retain the ability to decrypt the attribute group key
received through Kdr at any given moment, on the condition
that their access has not been revoked from the respective
attribute groups and they possess the necessary authorization
for decryption.

Finally, lets the ciphertext CT =
(ct0, ct1,n, . . . , ctm1,n, ct, ctk, Enck,Kdr).

E. Challenge Generation

First, the data owner chooses M random challenge plain-
texts:

{chal1, chal2, . . . , chalM}, chal← {0, 1}φ

and they should be different from each other.
Then, the data owner creates these challenges’ hashes:

hashI = H(chalI),∀I ∈ [1,M ], where H() is a collision-
resistant hash function.

And the data owner uses k′ to encrypt each challenge
plaintext chalI with the fixed suffix ”challenge”. The suffix
is used to distinguish between challenges and data plaintext,
which prevents the cloud from sending data to the blockchain
as a challenge. The encryption is likewise protected by the
same symmetric encryption in this case:

AEAD.Enc(chalI , k
′)→ enchalI

Now, we have ch1 = {enchaI}I∈[M ], ch2 =
{hashI}I∈[M ]. And (ch1, ch2) is uploaded to the blockchain.

F. Decrypt

When a data user requests to download data, the blockchain
will choose a new enchalI and send the enchalI to the data
user. Specifically, the data user first decrypts KEKi using the
symmetric encryption key Ki,

AEAD.Dec(Ki,Kdr)→ KEKi

Second, recall that if the set of attributes S in sk satisfies
the access structure (N, ρ) in ciphertext , then there exists
constants {γt}t⊂T . Now, compute

num := ct · e(
∏
t∈T

ct
γt· 1

KEKi
t,1 , sk0,1) · e(

∏
t∈T

ct
γt· 1

KEKi
t,2 , sk0,2)

· e(
∏
t∈T

ct
γt· 1

KEKi
t,3 , sk0,3)

den := e(sk′1 ·
∏
t∈T

skγt

ρ(t),1, ct0,1) · e(sk
′
2 ·

∏
t∈T

skγt

ρ(t),2, ct0,1)

· e(sk′3 ·
∏
t∈T

skγt

ρ(t),3, ct0,3)

and output k′ = num
den .

Then, decrypt chal′I ,

AEAD.Dec(k′, enchalI)→ chal′I

The blockchain receives chal′I from the data user.

Eventually, the data user decrypts k using the symmetric
encryption key k′, which can further be used to decrypt the
ctk.

AEAD.Dec(k′, Enck)→ k

AEAD.Dec(k, ctk)→ msg

G. CTUpdate

When some users cause the data to be leaked, the members
of the attribute group need to be changed. Specifically, the
blockchain will send the information that needs to be changed
to the CA and the data owner. When the CA receives the
information of the member of the blockchain, it will change
the key set of the attribute group affected by the members. In
addition, the data owner will update the ciphertext.

First, the CA selects new minimum cover sets for J ′
s,

including a new joining user who comes to hold an attribute
or excluding a leaving user who comes to drop an attribute.
Then, for any J ′

s ∈ JS , KEK ′
i ∈ KEK(J ′

s, U
′′), chooses a

new symmetric key K ′
i ← {0, 1}φ at random number is used

to encrypt the KEK ′
i and generates a new header message:

Kdr′ = (∀KEK ′
i ∈ KEK(J ′

s, U
′′) : AEAD.Enc(KEK ′

i,K
′
i)),

Next, the data owner randomly re-chooses a symmetric key
{0, 1}φ ← k′′ to encrypt k:

AEAD.Enc(k, k′′)→ Enck′

Then, the data owner chooses p′1, p
′
2 ∈ Z∗

p , and a KEK ′
i to

re-encrypt the ciphertext ct, ctt,n and ct. It computes:

ct′0 := (H
p1+p′

1
1 , H

p2+p′
2

2 , yp1+p′
1+p2+p′

2)

ct′t,n := [H(ρ(t)n1)p1+p′
1 ·H(ρ(t)n2)p2+p′

2

·
m2∏
j=1

[H(0jn1)p1+p′
1 ·H(0jn2)p2+p′

2 ](N)t,j ]KEK′
i ,

ct′ := T
p1+p′

1
1 · T p2+p′

2
2 · k′′

and outputs the updated ciphertext CT ′ =
(ct′0, ct

′
1,n, . . . , ct

′
1,m1

, ct′, Enck′,Kdr′)

The key update process assures fine-grained access control
for data users, such as the instant revocation of a user in each
attribute group. Additionally, user-level revocation can be done
in each property instead of the system level. Therefore, though
a data user is revoked in one attribute group, he can still access
the data under other attribute groups that satisfy the access
policy.
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VI. Security Analysis

A. Correctness analysis

When S satisfies (N, ρ), we indicate that the correct mes-
sage with probability one is recovered. For n = 1, 2, 3,∏

t∈T

ctγt

t,n =
∏
t∈T

(H(ρ(t)n1)γtp1) ·H(ρ(t)n2)γtp2

·
m2∏
j=1

[H(0jn1)p1 ·H(0jn2)p2 ]γt(N)t,j

= (

m2∏
j=1

[H(0jn1)p1 ·H(0jn2)p2 ]
∑

t∈T γt(N)t,j ])

· (
∏
t∈T

H(ρ(t)n1)γtp1 ·H(ρ(t)n2)γtp2)

= H(0jn1)p1 ·H(0jn2)p2 ·
∏
t∈T

H(ρ(t)n1)γtp1

·H(ρ(t)n2)γtp2

At present, the product of every term in num except the first
is provided by∏

z∈{1,2}

[e(H(011z), y)b1r1pz · e(H(012z), y)b2p2pz

· e(H(013z), h)(r1+r2)pz ·
∏
t∈T

(e(H(ρ(t)2z)γt , y)b2r2pz

· e(H(ρ(t)3z)γt , y)(r1+r2)pz ]

When the above products are divided by dem, we can easily
see that only the opposite is left (the rest of the terms are
canceled)

(
∏

z∈{1,2}

e(xaz · x
σ′
bz ·

∏
t∈T

g
γtσρ(t)

bz , ybzpz )

· e(xa3 · x−σ′
·
∏
t∈T

x−γtσρ(t) , yp1+p2)))

which is just equal to e(x, y)a1b1p1+a2b2p2+a3(p1+p2), Hence,
k′ is successfully recovered.

B. Security analysis

First, we will make some brief expression to stream-
line the proof. According to [32], [p]1 represents gp1 , [y]2
represents J2

y and [Q]T represents e(g, h). For a column
vector u := (u1, . . . , un)

T , [u]1 is a n-dimensional tuple
(gu1

1 , . . . , gun
n )T . It is similar for a matrix N , And for two

matrices E,F, [ETF ]T denotes e([E]1, [F ]2). The outputs of
Samp(φ) is

Q :=

µ1 0
0 µ2

1 1

 , Q⊥ :=

µ−1
1

µ−1
2

−1


Where µ1, µ2 ← Q∗

p. If we make

E :=

e1 0
0 e2
1 1

 , w :=

[
w1

w2

]
, w′ :=

w1

w2

w


The DLIN assumption can be rewritten as

([E]1, [E]2, [Ew]1, [Ew]2) ≈ ([E]1, [E]2, [w
′]1, [w

′]2),
where the symbol ≈ implies the former and the latter are

indistinguishable.

Theorem 1. If the underlying ABE [4] is a completely
secure scheme under the DLIN assumption, then the proposed
structure is secure.

Proof. Firstly, we will give the oracles of the underlying
scheme Πund.

Setup: The challenger C of Πund gets the public parameters
by running the group generator, and then applies the Samp(q)

algorithm to gain (E, b⊥), (F, c⊥). choose a1, a2, a3
R←−Z∗

p

and set a = (a1, a2, a3)
⊥ be a column vector. Eventually,

it returns pk := ([E]2, [a
TE]T ) and msk := (pp,E, F [a]1).

Key query: When the adversary A of Πund makes a query
to this oracle. The challenger C simulates the random oracle
by using two lists Lt1 and Lt2. Lt1’s entries are made up
of (x,Wx) or (j, Uj) where x ∈ {0, 1}∗ and j

R←−Q∗
p, and

Wx, Uj are 3 × 3 matrices over Qp. And (c, p) combine to
generate Lt2’s entries. where c represents the query that A
will make, and p belongs to G. When A has a query of xnt,
for n ∈ {1, 2, 3} and t ∈ {1, 2}, C first examines whether Lt2
has already been queried for the query (xnt, p). If the inquiry
is present, C outputs p, or C examines whether Lt1 contains
(x,Wx). If yes, C wil compute p := [(WT

x E)n,t]1, then
outputs p and adds (xnt, p) to Lt2. Or it chooses a random
3×3 matrices Wx and adds (x,Wx) to Lt1, then C computes
p as the former example and adds (xnt, p) to Lt2. Eventually,
p is given to A. When the query is 0xnt, C examines whether
Lt2 exists the query (0jnt, p). If the query is present, C
outputs p, or C examines whether (j, Uj) in Lt1. If yes, C
will compute r := [(UT

j E)n,t]1, then adds (0jnt, p) to Lt2 and
outputs p. Or it chooses a random 3×3 matrices Uj and adds
(j, Uj) to Lt1, then C adds (0jnt, p) to Lt2 after computing
p as in the preceding case. Eventually, p is provided to A. In
all other cases, C checks to see if (c, p) has been questioned
in Lt2. If so, C produces the value p. Alternatively, C selects
p0 ∈ G and adds (c, p0) to Lt2. Eventually, A receives p0.
After gaining a key query Rq from A, C first examines
whether the query has existed. For each y ∈ Q, if Lt1 does
not exist (y,Wy) or U1, then C generates them in the same
way. Or C computes sk0 = [Br]2, sky = [WyBr + σya

⊥],
and sk′ = [d + U1Br + σ′a⊥]1, where r1, r2, σ

′, σy are
randomly chosen from Zp, and r represents a 2-dimensional
vector (r1, r2)T . Eventually, A receives (sk0, {sky}y∈S , sk

′).
Encryption query: When C gains a message msg and an

access policy (N, ρ) from A, C initially examines whether
the query has existed. If Lt2 does not exist [(WT

ρ(t)E)n,z]1 or
[(UT

j E)n,z]1, C constructs them in the same manner. Or C
outputs ct0 = [E]2, ctt = [(wT

ρ(t)E +
∑m2

j=1(E)t,jU
T
j E]1 and

ct′ = [aTE]T · msg, where p1 and p2 are randomly chosen
from Qp, and p represents a 2-dimensional vector (p1, p2)

T .
Eventually, A receives CT := (ct0, {ctt}t=1,...,m1 , ct

′).
Challenge: A submits a pair of messages (msg1,msg2),

the challenger C chooses a random bit bi and executes the
encryption process to gain a ciphertext CT ′. Eventually, A
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returns a bit b′i. The adversary wins the game if b′i = bi. And
the advantage of A to win the game is

AdvAΠund
(φ) ≤ (8R+ 2)AdvFDLIN (φ) + (16R+ 6)/q

where q = ϑ(φ) is the order of the pairing group.
Suppose there is an adversary E who can break the proposed

scheme Πp. We can construct a simulator A0 to break the
underlying scheme Πund with the help of E. The interactions
between the adversary E and the simulator A0 are described
as follows:

Init: The adversary E submits an access structure (M∗, ρ∗)
to A0 to start the interaction.

Setup: The simulator obtains an instance of the underlying
scheme Πund and gets the public parameter pk from the
challenger C and returns it to E.

Keygen: The simulator requests the key from C after
receiving the key generation query from E. If the queried
attribute set satisfies the challenge structure, the simulator
rejects the query. Otherwise, it adds the query into his key
list and then forwards the secret key (sk0, {sky}y∈S , sk

′) to
E.

Encrypt: The simulator requests the ciphertext from C
after receiving the encryption query from E. The simulator
receives CT := (ct0, {ctt}t=1,...,m1 , ct

′) and returns it to
the adversary E. When A0 gains a CT and a key KEKi,
A0 examines whether the Encryption query has existed. If
it does not exists, A0 firstly requests the Encryption query
and gets CT := (ct0, {ctt}t=1,...,m1

, ct′). Then A0 outputs
ct′0 = ct0, ct

′
t = (ctKEKi

t and ct′′ = ct′. Eventually,
CT ′ := (ct′0, {ct′t}t=1,...,m1

, ct′′) is given to E.
CT-update: When A0 receives a query on CT , he then

examines whether the encryption query has been existed. If
CT does not exist, then A obtains them from the encryption
oracle. Or C computes ct′0 = ct0[E

′]2, ct
′
t = (ctt[w

T
ρ(t)E

′ +∑m2

j=1(E
′)t,jU

T
j E′]1)

KEK′
i , and ct′′ = ct′[aTE′]T , Eventu-

ally, A0 returns (ct′0, {ct′t}t=1,...,m1
, ct′′) to E.

Challenge: E submits a pair of messages (msg0,msg1) to
A0, and A0 forward them to the challenger of Πund. Then A0

forwards the ciphertext CTb to E, E submits a bit b′ to A0.
A0 returns 1 if E succeeds, or 0. We suppose that all query
oracles are random oracles, and E′s view runs with the the
proposed scheme is the same as a subroutine of A0. The E
views in A0 have the same distribution. Therefore,

|Pr|ΠE
p = 1| − Pr|ΠA0

und = 1|| < neg(λ)

Since the underlying scheme Πund is secure, and the advantage
of an adversary A to break Πund is negligible. The advan-
tage of an adversary to break the proposed scheme Πp is
AdvEΠp

(λ) ≈ AdvEΠp
(λ) + neg(λ). We can conclude that no

PPT adversary can break the proposed scheme with a non-
negligible advantage and the proposed scheme is secure.

VII. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we will conduct a theoretical analysis to
evaluate the computational and communication overhead of
our scheme and in comparison to other schemes.

TABLE II
Comparison of security between schemes

Scheme Access policy Revocation EDoS attack

Xue et al. [7] LSSS No Yes

Bayat et al. [14] access tree Yes No

Yu et al. [19] LSSS Yes No

Ge et al. [26] access tree Yes No

Our scheme LSSS Yes Yes

A. Function comparison

Table II compares access policies, revocation and protection
against EDoS attacks with other schemes. Xue et al.’s scheme
[7] is resistant to EDoS attacks and works for most ABE
scheme, but not for some systems with revocation require-
ments. Yu et al.’s [19] scheme and Ge et al.’s [26] scheme
implement the function of revocation, but their scheme cannot
defend against EDoS attacks. The Bayat et al.’s [14] scheme
implements the function of revocation, and their scheme
is resistant to denial of sustainability attacks (DoS) rather
than EDoS attacks. It is not listed in the table for ease
of comparison with ours. Compared to these schemes, only
our scheme can satisfy the requirements of revocation and
protection against EDoS attacks.

B. Theoretical Analysis

Since the system is inspired by [7], we initially conduct a
theoretical comparative analysis of this system and the bottom
CP-ABE system proposed by Xue. To be fair, Xue’s scheme
employs the same underlying ABE approach when comparing
performance. [14] also proposes mechanisms to defend against
DoS attacks, which we consider in our comparison. Similarly,
[26] implements a revocation function, which we also take into
account. Here, we do not distinguish between the operating
times of elements within symmetric and asymmetric groups.
e1, e2 and et represent the power operations of the G, H and
GT groups, respectively, while p denotes the pairing operation.
The variable T denotes the number of properties generated by
the key, and n1 refers to the number of rows in the access
matrix N . |G|, |H|, and |GT | represent the sizes of the group
G, H , and GT , respectively. When updating the ciphertext,
we assume that one attribute of a malicious user is revoked in
the system.

Table III displays a comparison of the computational costs.
Compared with the [14], our scheme significantly reduces the
overhead in the decryption step. This is because the generation
and encryption of the download request in our scheme employs
symmetric encryption. Although there is no direct comparison
listed here, subsequent experiments clearly demonstrate that
our scheme exhibits substantial time overhead advantages in
the generation of the download request. Theoretical analysis
further indicates that our scheme slightly reduces computa-
tional overhead while enhancing under the functionalities of
Xue’s scheme. Compared with the scheme of [26], it can be
seen that our scheme also has obvious advantages.
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TABLE III
Comparisons of Computation Overhead

Schemes Keygen Encrypt Decrypt Update

Xue et al. [7] (9T + 12)e1 + 3e2 6n1T (n2 + 1)e1 + 3e2 + 2et 6p

Bayat et al. [14] (3T + 1)e1 2(T + 1)p+ (2T + 1)e1 + et (2 + T )e1 + 9p

Ge et al. [26] (3 + T )et 2[p+ (3T + 2)e1 + et] 2[(2T + 1)p+ (5T + 3)e1 + 2Tet] 2(2e1 + 3Te1)

Our (9T + 12)e1 + 3e2 3T (2n1n2 + 2n1 + 1)e1 + 3e2 + 2et 6p 3e1(2n1n2 + 2n1 + 1) + 3e2 + 2et

TABLE IV
Comparisons of Communication Overhead

Schemes User key size Ciphertext size

Xue et al. [7] 3(T+2)|G| 3n1|G|+3|H|+|GT |

Bayat et al. [14] (2T+1)|G|+T|H| 2T|G|+|H|+|GT |

Ge et al. [26] 5T|G| 2[(2T+1)|G|+ |GT |]

Our 3(T+2)|G| 3n1|G|+3|H|+|GT |

Table IV presents a comparison of the communication
overhead for our scheme with other related works. Before
analyzing the data, it is important to note that in the MNT224
curve, the size of the element on group H is three times larger
than that on group G. our proposed scheme has the smallest
number of elements on group H . Compared with the Xue’s
scheme, because we use the same encryption algorithm, the
size of ciphertext and key is the same. As we can see from
Table IV, as the properties increase, the keys and ciphertext
sizes of [14] and [26] increase more. In this case, our scheme
has a more obvious advantage.

C. Experimental Analysis
To validate our proposed scheme, we use the charm 0.50

framework in Python 3.6 to conduct a series of experimental
analyses on a laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-10500 CPU
@ 3.10GHz and 12 GB of memory, running Ubuntu 20.04.
We compare our results with other relevant schemes. We
employ Remix to generate a test version of our smart contract.
The specific configuration used is the compiler (0.4.19+com-
mit.c4cbbb05), written in solidity, with deployment on the
EVM version (compiler default). In particular, due to serious
security concerns with symmetrical bilinear pairing [33], we
use the MNT224 curve for pairing, which offers a security
level of 112-bits. The elements in group G,H and GT each
require 224 bits, 672 bits and 1344 bits, separately. The
complexity of access policies affects the computational cost of
these scenarios. We establish the access policy encompassing
B′

1 and B′
2 and... and B′

m, ensuring all m properties are
included within this access policy. Given the accuracy of the
experimental analysis, in the experiment, we assume that an
attribute of a data user is revoked. We calculate the run time
in the experiment by averaging the results of ten executions
of each operation. The experimental results are shown in the
Fig. 3.

• KeyGen Time: Fig. 3a depicts how our scheme compares
to the time of key generation with other schemes. The

TABLE V
Gas cost

Step Verify

Deploy 55386

Total 230275

schemes of Bayat and Ge use the Waters’ underlying
encryption algorithm. Our scheme and Xue’s scheme
use the underlying encryption algorithm of FAME. The
time overhead of these schemes in the key generation
phase increases with the increase of attributes. It shows
that other schemes perform well in the key generation
phase. Our scenario does not have an superiority in the
time overhead of the key generation phase. But under
the standard assumption it is completely secure, which
leads to better security. Additionally, it is also acceptable
for central authority, and the time of the ABE algorithm
raises linearly as the amount of property raises.

• Encrypt Time: Fig. 3b shows how this scheme compares
with other schemes in the encryption phase. It can be
seen that the time cost of both our scheme and the
comparison scheme in the encryption phase increases
with the increase of the number of attributes. Bayat’s
scheme has the lowest time overhead, and Ge’s scheme
has the highest time overhead, because their scheme
include an integrity verification process. The time cost
of our scheme at this stage is higher than that of Xue’s
scheme, because our scheme also implements revocation.

• ChalGen Time: Fig. 3c depicts the scheme in this paper
and the Xue and Bayat’s scheme in the time cost of
validating the user’s download request. It can be seen
that Bayat’s scheme is expensive at this stage, because
the challenge of this scheme is to encrypt the data. The
challenge of our scheme and Xue’s scheme is random
numbers, so it is less expensive.

• Decrypt Time: The overhead of this phase in the de-
cryption step is depicted in Fig. 3d compared to other
schemes. It can be seen that this scenario has a very ob-
vious advantage in the decryption phase. This is because
our scheme uses the underlying encryption algorithm
of FAME, and the most prominent advantage of this
algorithm is that it is fast decryption. The decryption
cost of our scheme only needs 0.02s, so the blockchain
can determine very quickly whether the data user can
download the file. From the figure, we can also see
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Fig. 3. Experimental results in terms of computational overhead.
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Fig. 4. Experimental results in terms of communication overhead.

that the time overhead of Ge’s scenario decryption is
comparatively high because their scheme has an integrity
verification process in the decryption step.

• Update Time: Fig. 3e shows the overhead of updating
ciphertexts for our scheme and Ge’s scheme. As we can
see, when we revoke one of the data user’s attributes, we
have a very clear advantage over the update overhead.
This is because, in our scenario, we need to update the
ciphertext related to the revocation of attributes. However,
Ge’s scheme requires updating all ciphertext.

• Gas Cost: Our verification of the data user’s download
request is performed with the help of the blockchain.
Table 5 lists the gas costs of running this scheme. It
mainly lists the deployment contract and the total gas
cost.

In addition, we analyze the communication overhead of
these scenarios.

• User Key Size: Fig. 4a depicts contrast of our scenario
with other scenarios in user key size. The results show
that Xue and our scenario have significant advantages

over the other two scenarios in key size. In addition,
although our scheme uses the same underlying encryption
algorithm as Xue’s scheme, Xue’s scheme includes some
additional verification algorithms. Therefore, the cost is
higher than our scheme.

• Ciphertext Size: Fig. 4b shows that a comparison of
our scheme with other schemes in ciphertext size. Ge’s
scheme is the most expensive, because it includes an in-
tegrity verification process. Although our scheme uses the
same underlying encryption algorithm as Xue’s scheme,
Xue’s scheme includes some additional verification al-
gorithms. Therefore, the cost is higher than our scheme.
As you can see in the figure, Bayat’s scheme has lower
overhead, but our scheme has better security and has more
features.

• Communication Under EDoS Attacks: We set the
amount of attributes per download request to 50 and the
file size to 1MB. Fig. 4c shows that our proposed system
significantly reduces the communication overhead under
EDoS attacks.
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To sum up, compared with [7], our proposed system realizes
more functions under the access control function of download
requests. It can be adapted to the CP-ABE system with more
requirements. It doesn’t incur significant overhead.

VIII. Conclusion

EDoS attacks cannot be ignored in cloud-based data shar-
ing. To address this issue, this study introduces blockchain
technology and proposes a fine-grained access control scheme
based on such technology. With our system, the blockchain
is a trusted institution that determines whether the data user
has permission to download. This alleviates EDoS attacks
launched by malicious data users on the cloud and reduces
the additional overhead caused by collusion with the malicious
users on the data owner side of the semi-trusted cloud provider.
Based on symmetric encryption technology and updated ci-
phertext technology, our scheme applies a new mechanism
to solve the problem of a malicious data user revocation
under an EDoS attack. A formal security certificate verifies the
security of the proposed scheme. The results of our experiment
show that the proposed system does not incur any significant
computational or communication overhead compared with
other existing systems.
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